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IS MODERN FEMINISM IMPEDING GENDER EQUALITY? 

                                                                                              

As the crimes against women are coming into the limelight, feminism is slowly gaining speed. 

From political leaders to celebrities, everyone has a different viewpoint on the subject. This 

novel concept has brought about a whirlwind of women empowerment movements, be it 

#MeToo or even #JusticeforAsifa (in India).  

The origin of the word ‘feminism’ traces back to 1837 when it was first used by Charles Fourier, a French philosopher 

and socialist. The early years of the feminism movement were largely associated with the suffragette movement of the 

20th century. Women were determined to fight for their rights to property, voting, marriage, and parenting. The second 

phase of feminism began in the 1960s and was concerned with the issues of equality beyond suffrage, such as ending 

gender discrimination. It peacefully coexisted with feminism’s third phase that began in 1992 and focused on giving 

women space to recognize that they were not alone in the oppression and discrimination they faced. 

Feminism which we're now experiencing is the fourth wave of feminism and is focused on challenging the notion that 

gender is binary by making room for the LGBTQ+ community and other diverse perspectives within feminism. During 

this time, feminism has become a popular topic of discussion with many activists spreading awareness about the same. 

However, the pressure to abolish the word "feminism" lives on. The #WomenAgainstFeminism hashtag is alive and 

well on Twitter, with women arguing that feminism actually impedes gender equality. Over time, this term has gained 

widespread attention from both critics and supporters alike with the former and latter disagreeing frequently. 

Personally, I feel that modern feminism isn’t sufficiently contributing towards gender equality. Men are continuously 

accused and later convicted of committing crimes for which there is no evidence. I believe in Innocent until Proven 

Guilty, but our current judicial system does not support this ideology. 

Another problem faced in today’s society is the fact that ‘becoming a feminist’ has become a medium of gaining 

attention according to most social media influencers. The voices and screams of sexual assault or abuse victims go 

unheard as celebrities dominate the movement’s sphere. Their fans defend them saying they are the voices of the 

suffering but what they fail to understand is that these survivors do not need anyone to be their voice, they just need to 

be heard.  

Candlelight marches and movements which preach equal rights for women are useless as they take away the focus from 

the main issue and instead emphasize on ‘fighting for justice’. The harsh reality is that few things are accomplished 

from such political activities. The easiest way to combat this problem is to enable the victims to come forward and share 

their stories. The social stigma surrounding this problem needs to be eliminated as soon as possible. Women need to be 

given access to education and need to be made aware of their rights. They need to be taught that they matter and deserve 

to fight for themselves. The term feminist conveys that one wants to fight for women’s rights, but they need to 

understand that there is no need for them fighting for the victims. The best way that such people can support the victims 

is by giving them a platform to express themselves. 

 Vrinda Chopra 

X B         
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Inter-Faith Harmony can help the Nation Prosper 

Inter faith harmony refers to peace and, of course, harmony among all religions, faiths and beliefs. A person’s religion 

should never be the reason for another’s hate.  

We live in the 21
st
 century where, ideally, everyone, rich or poor, literate or illiterate, 

regardless of colour, caste and creed, has the freedom to express oneself in a true 

democracy. This freedom also extends to practicing one’s religion. Inter faith harmony 

promotes tolerance and respect towards other religions.  

However, in some parts of the world this is disregarded. People need to understand that 

just because someone has a different idea of God’s existence or a distinct philosophy of 

life does not mean they are much different than them. A religion, belief or faith only is a 

path to understand life better. This path is paved with good deeds. A different faith may 

mean a different path but the place where the path ends is just the same. 

Keeping that in mind, it is possible to achieve inter- faith harmony in a society. Such a society can progress at a much 

faster rate. Inter faith harmony can help to avoid conflicts among the civilians. This will result in a smooth functioning 

of the administration. Infrastructure is damaged in acts of religious violence. Holy places pertaining to a certain faith or 

religion are destructed. This does not only harm the place itself but also hurts the sentiments of the people, not to 

mention the costs of repair. If such acts keep happening, the administration is unable to focus on the newer development 

plans. This slows down the development of that particular area. 

In order to prove their faith to be more superior or elite, people often defy the messages of peace and love stated in their 

own faith. Religious violence or intolerance does not end well for anybody. A nation where there is peace among the 

citizens is capable of progressing at speed of light. A population where the people live in harmony is tolerant, broad-

minded and more inclusive. This can create a place where no one is foreign and everyone feels the comfort of a home. 

In order to bring about this harmony, people need to be aware and educated on various topics. Ideally, this should not be 

necessary as messages of tolerance, peace, love and harmony are preached by religion. However, a handful of people 

succeed in poisoning the hearts of the others and the ideas of the belief remain long forgotten. India is a diverse country 

which annually witnesses deaths of people in hundreds because of the acts of religious violence. Despite being a secular 

state, such violence is prevalent because of the high illiteracy rates. Knowledge is not the only thing that can be attained 

through literacy. With literacy comes the tendency of a person to be more aware, tolerant and mature. 

Inter faith harmony, especially in India, can solve several issues the country is facing today. It may even pave the road 

for India to become a fully developed nation in the sense that the society is developed and progressing. Harmony in 

itself is something that binds the people and brings the sense of belonging. Inter faith harmony is the need of the hour as 

religious organisations continue to commit crimes against the masses. It is about time the people know what is 

necessary and learn an important lesson of acceptance. 

Nimrat Kaur 

X B  
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Let not ‘save trees’ be a mere slogan at a time when earth needs us..  

I have been hearing this slogan “save trees, save trees" since ages from my parents and teachers. 

I used to turn a deaf ear while listening to it until the day my whole perspective about trees 

changed.  

The day was 7 June, 2019 and I was at my home relaxing in my bed eating nachos with salsa 

thinking of taking a nap, when the phone rang shattered my thought. My dad asked me to bring the file kept in the 

wardrobe in his bedroom to his office and to my disappointment, he also said not to come by taxi as the distance 

between his office and home was barely a kilometer. I started arguing with my dad about the weather being at its peak 

of turning everyone into a barbecue. But as always, my point was shot down and I had to agree to my dad’s order. I 

looked outside the window and saw a yellow ball laughing at me. For the first time in my life, I prayed to the sun and 

requested him to spare me and let me pass through his territory. I carried the file with me and applied almost half of the 

sunscreen and still felt it was not enough. To survive this mission, the most important thing was water. I took a water 

bottle along with me. As I went out, I felt the heat but I could foil the attack with an umbrella and goggles.  

The next attack was a dust storm blowing straight on my face and I had to seal my mouth to prevent any sand from 

entering my mouth. The heat dehydrated my body and I felt nauseated.  At last, I reached my dad’s office and was 

desperately waiting to get a feel of the air conditioner. But to my surprise, as I was stepping inside his office building, 

my phone rang. My dad informed me that there’s no need of the file and I could go back.  

My hard work of walking a km in 45
0
C temperature was crumbled into dust by my beloved father. Up in the sky, the 

sun stood there smiling at me as it was saying – “Who would save you from going back home?” To avoid the immediate 

journey back I decided to go in the park nearby. In the middle of the park was a huge mango tree. I was exhausted and 

hungry so I rushed towards the tree and sat under it. The moment I sat down I felt that I was in my mother’s lap. The 

branches of the tree felt like her hands, shielding me from the sun. The trunk was like a comfortable seat where I could 

rest. Then like a mother who knows what her child wants, the tree dropped a ripe mango. 

For the first time I was engrossed in the beauty of the tree and realised their importance in our lives. Since that day, I 

have always written on conservation of trees and nature with the aim towards turning Earth green again. 

Varun Rastogi IX C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Courage in me 

I was having a fear of bicycling. If by hook or crook, I managed to put my feet on the paddles, I didn’t have the 

courage to apply breaks due to the fear that I might fall. One day, I met with a small accident with my friend. It 

made me so scared that I didn’t want to ride the bicycle and left the idea of cycling. But, at that time, I 

remembered a few lines of a great poet, Mr. Harivansh Rai Bachan Ji 

“Himmat karne waalon ki kabhi haar nahin hoti, Lehron se dar kar nauka paar nahi hoti.” 

These lines gave me the courage to overcome this fear and it took me only 4 days to have a smooth bicycle ride. 

Now, I am one of the best bicyclists among my friends. Now I have become fearless to take new challenges in 

my life!                                  

     Gulmehakpreet Kaur  Class VII A  
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A TYPICAL DAY THROUGH THE EYES OF THE CCTV CAMERA IN MY CLASSROOM 

It was a beautiful morning in the classroom. I was very excited to see my friends back after summer break. It had been a long time 

that I saw my friends in the classroom. The school opened and the children started coming into their classes. The teacher came and 

asked the children to open their books. She started reading a chapter of science. I was able to hear and learn everything the teacher 

was teaching. The students and I thought that if we would listen to this lesson carefully, we would be also able to take the exam with 

the other children. After the lesson was over, the children were behaving like they were in a fish market. On that day, I heard that 

the children were calling me the third eye of the teacher as I used to keep looking at them for the whole day. I wish I would also 

have a mouth, legs and arms because I also want to do all the activities that the children were doing. Some children just ignore me 

like I am not a part of their class and some children look at me and say hi to me and at that time I think that I am not lonely. That I 

also have some friends. On that day a very bad thing happened to me. In the afternoon there was an electricity cut and because of 

that I was not able to look at what the children were doing at that time. I wasted my precious time that I could have spent with the 

children because of that electricity cut and I was so bored at that time. I would never forget these days that I spent with these 

children. They are more than family to me.               

 Eshita VI B 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY APOLLO-11 

Apollo 11, the first spacecraft that landed on the moon 

carrying the three most known people in the world – 

Neil. A. Amstrong, Edrin. E. Buzz” Aldrin Jr. and 

Micheal Collins turned 50 years old on 20
th

 July, 2019. 

This televised video was watched by 600 people around 

the globe and made people say many quotes like, “One 

small step for man and a giant leap for mankind” and 

“The Eagle has landed”. It was a breakthrough in many 

ways, it made humans go to some other heavenly body 

and also bought in competition among the different 

nations and started the big space fight.  

All the three astronauts spent a lot of time on the moon 

collecting lunar sand and spent about two and a quarter 

hours out of the spaceship. It took off from Kennedy 

Space Center, Florida.  

Some interesting facts about the Apollo-11 are: 

The well known small step of Amstrong was not small at 

all. He had to take 3 ½ feet jump from the ladder to the 

surface of the Moon. The command module was as 

roomy as a large car. The astronauts didn’t only leave 

behind footprints but also a gold plate of an olive 

branch, astronaut boots some other things that could help 

the spacecraft to launch easily and also a big mistake 

could have occurred if Edrin hadn’t closed the door 

properly and it would have been very tough for them to 

re-enter the spacecraft. It was one of the most important 

space missions and has been recorded in the pages of 

history.      

Avani Garg IX C 

CHANDRAYAAN 2: INDIA’S SECOND 

LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION 

Once again ISRO gave us a moment of pride by launching 

Chandrayaan 2 on 22nd July, 2019, from Satish Dhawan 

Space Centre in Sriharikota. It was launched by a 43.4 m 

long and 640 ton heavy launcher nicknamed ‘Bahubali’. It 

is India’s second journey to our closest celestial neighbor 

after Chandrayaan 1 which was launched in October 2008. 

Chandrayaan 2 consists of three segments - the orbiter 

which weighs 2371 kg, Rover Pragyan which weighs 27 kg 

and the Lander which weighs 1471 kg. It had to cover 3, 

84, 400 km before reaching the moon. The main objective 

of this mission was to demonstrate the ability to soft land 

on moon and operate a robotic rover in space. It also aimed 

at studying the lunar topography, the minerals found there 

and to find traces of water and ice on moon. It was 

expected to land on moon on 7 September, 2019. However, 

due to certain complications, our scientists lost contact 

with it. This mission remained unsuccessful just by a 

minute difference but we salute ISRO’s initiative that has 

made us all proud! 

Kanupriya Singla  

IX C 
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Lost In A Book 

Swoosh! There goes Hermione on her broom 

I am happy that Voldemort’s in the doom! 

And there’s Ron, playing with his wand, 

Trying to make a magical bond! 

Here I am, stuck on a hook, 

Here I am, lost in a book! 

 

Not long after my parents tragically dead, 

I had made, miraculously many new friends! 

The long lost family, I needed and wanted, 

The house I lived in, had become haunted! 

Here I am, stuck on a hook, 

Here I am, lost in a book! 

 

I boarded Hogwarts Express on the station-nine and 

three quarters, 

Well it’s good to know that I belong to the Potters! 

I want to be like Professor McGonagall, 

I want to be like my parents, once and for all! 

Here I am, stuck on a hook, 

Here I am, lost in a book! 

 

I’m happy for my name is in the Goblet of Fire, 

I’m happy, for I’m away from Malfoy, a true liar!  

Now I will have to prove myself to Professor 

Dumbledore, 

And soon I’ll be happy forever more! 

Here I am, stuck on a hook, 

Here I am, lost in a book! 

                                    ---- KEOSHA MITTAL   VI D 

Reshape your Notions 

 

 

Never stick to something which is fictional, 

Always search for the real, 

Never stick to the same thoughts, 

Always spot the surreal. 

 

 

Never exhaust yourself for the lies of the 

society, 

Always use your strength in changing your 

character. 

Never show the world your words, 

Show them your actions, 

Never shut down your mind, 

And always seek the truth. 

 

 

Seek out the opportunity that comes on every 

turn of your life, 

Seek out the confidence that makes you 

strong everytime. 

Try to solve the puzzling enigma of your life, 

Try to unlock your talent and bring it upon 

the stage of your life. 

 

Never disregard the people who dislike you, 

Instead try to spot the mistake that you make. 

Never blame somebody for your fault, 

Try to learn to accept your failure and prove 

yourself next time.  

 

Gunrythm Kaur 

VIII A 
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My Musical Journey 

My musical journey began at the tender age of five. I started by playing the keyboard and now with time I 

have been presented a platform where I can sing my heart out. Music has played a pivotal role in my life by 

shaping my personality and bringing me where I am now. I feel very uplifted and proud when I sing for my 

school along with the school choir. I remember how everybody started to notice my talent when I first 

debuted for the School Song. I still get goosebumps when I recall the day I sang the Farewell Song for my 

seniors at their mementoes’ ceremony. However, my performance of ‘Never Ever Give Up’ at the World 

Scholar’s Cup holds a special place in my heart and mind. It was my first time performing in front of such a 

large group of visitors. I felt that my heart would burst with all the excitement and nervousness. Singing 

gives me confidence and takes me to cloud nine. I get many compliments on my voice. I feel so glad that 

people know me and appreciate me for something that I love to do. However, I wouldn’t have come this far 

without the guidance of my music teachers. I am extremely grateful to them for showing me this wonderful 

path. 

Jasnoor Kaur X B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Book Review – Echo       

Pam Muñoz Ryan, the author of Echo weaves three very 

different stories that are interconnected with each other by the 

string of destiny and a magical prophecy. The three stories 

revolve around a fairytale about three princesses who need to 

help three people and possibly save a life in order to break an 

evil witch’s curse and reunite with their long lost family. It is 

about a miraculous harmonica, which travels continents and 

seas, waiting for years to come and pass by, to touch the lives of 

three youngsters fighting against injustices happening to them 

and trying to make their lives better. 

      The first story about a boy named Friedrich Schmidt who 

lives in Germany during the rule of Hitler. Friedrich dreams of 

being a conductor of an orchestra, and could never stop his 

hands from giving out imaginary instructions, no matter where 

he was. He is a kind soul but is looked down upon by people 

because of his birthmark covering his face. His life takes a huge 

turn when his father gets arrested by the Nazi Police officers. 

Playing the harmonica gave him courage but with each day 

passing by his hope is starting to fade… 

        Two years later the harmonica lands in the hands of Mike 

Flannery who wants a safe and happy life for his brother 

Frankie, away from the orphanage, where they have been living 

for so many years. Their life turns upside-down when they are 

suddenly adopted by a rich lady who detests them and doesn’t 

want them but is forced to do so in order to fulfil the will made 

by her late father to have any right on his property. Will Mike’s 

story have a happy ending or will it be the total opposite… 

       After some years, the harmonica passes on to a young girl 

named Ivy Maria Lopez who suddenly moves away to a faraway 

place, leaving some precious people and memories behind. 

There she tries to fight the inequality being met with her and the 

Mexican children in her new school. She, being sent to a 

different school, especially built for the Mexicans and being 

made fun of, just because she was partly Mexican was really 

unfair, not just to her but every Mexican child living in that area. 

Will the Mexican be given justice or will it never end? 

        All three of them are so different from each other, but what 

connects them together is their love for music. This story gives 

an important message to never lose hope even in the darkest of 

times and that music is a universal language, a language for all 

— the young and the old, the rich and the poor. The story of 

Friedrich is set in Germany in 1933 during the time of Hitler. 

The story of Mike is set in Philadelphia in 1935 during the 

depression. The last story of Ivy is set in Southern California in 

1942 during the beginning of World War II.  In conclusion, Echo 

is a fantastic book. I recommend it to people of all ages as it tells 

wonderful things in a very innovative way.    

    Seerat Kaur Sidhu VIII A 
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In the Midst of Hope 

 

As the shattered ruins of tomorrow’s world 

horrifies shallow minds 

As peace which we all succumbed to 

remains unglorified 

As the place we call our own 

litters with the ravages of the past gone by 

Humanity lies holding a candle 

in the name of peace and harmony 

which yet does not penetrate their minds 

 

As the inhabitants of this world decimate 

their lands are pillaged 

As people embrace vanity 

and suffer their own ways 

As the string of skeletons have their name etched 

In the book of sorrow 

In the book of dead 

The rebellious peasants are intent 

on causing wreckage 

Proving harm to their own people 

They don’t know that rather 

we all are the descendants of the same forefathers 

 

I want this to end 

noises of gunfire hurt ears drums 

Piercing and killing lives 

the images and the feelings 

scar some for life 

This is the place of death 

And I try to keep hope. 

 

Piya Goel IX D 

The Last Thoughts of a Tree 
 

Chirp, chirp, chirp, 

Go the little birds on my branch, 

Newly hatched chicks, 

Begging mommy for lunch. 

 

Slash, slash, slash, 

Go the axes on a trunk,  
And my heart pains, 

As my brothers are struck. 

 

The wind is blowing around, 

Cool and soft,  
The squirrels are running on me,  
Without exhaust. 

 

The killers are moving toward me, 

And in their footprints, 

Lie my comrades, 

Carelessly slayed to death. 

 

I love my life, 

In the peaceful jungle, 

Where the creatures, 

Are wild and abundant. 

 

Now I am hit by an axe, 

My life seeps from the gash in my trunk, 

The bird nest has crashed to the ground, 

And the squirrels have rushed away. 

 

I shall stand high, 

Valiantly, 

Till I crash to the ground, 

Helpless in my misery. 

 

I shall die hopeful, 

One day humans realize, 

What disaster they have brought, 

Not only for us trees, 

But for their own lives. 

 

    Harshita Goyal  X C 
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Steer clear of peer pressure this exam season 

Teenagers today are highly influenced by their peers. May it be the most trivial aspects of life changing 

decisions. The high school culture dominates these adolescent minds. Here we bring to you some tips on how 

to get away from the distractions during exam season:- 

1. Switch off your social media accounts - Put your mobile phones on DND mode. 

2. Know when to prioritize your studies over your social life.   

3. Don’t get pressurized to prepare the same as your peers. Everyone has their own capability and one 

should devise the best way that works for you! 

4. Study groups can be advantageous only when everyone’s focused. But one rotten apple spoils the rest. 

5. Accepting gaming challenges from your friends will be haphazard to your study routine. 

6. Having a casual approach towards exams will not make you cool among your peer group. 

So, learn to balance study with some fun to give the required break to your brain. We’re sure you’ll 

come out with flying colors!  (Editorial Board) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clouds 

Clouds are so mysterious 

Not like humans always being so serious, 

I want to be a cloud 

And float the earth around 

 

I want to be the formless one 

Where I will be having all the fun, 

Nothing can compare the leisure of being a cloud 

It covers the whole earth just like a shroud 

 

Clouds don't have to care 

They don’t even have to share, 

If you think reincarnating as a cloud is a bore 

Remember what happens when they slam open their door, 

There follows a flood 

Which can make the houses into mere mud 

 

Clouds are so mysterious 

Not like humans being so serious, 

I want to be a cloud 

And float the Earth around. 

Jaskaran Singh X A 
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SPACE 

 
From where began the human race, 

It’s none other than space. 

It’s a magnificent and phenomenal place, 

It is our space. 

 

Yet we have discovered a tiny fraction, 

There is so much more. 

Such a prominent universe, 

Still left to explore. 

 

Space is expanding at a speed more than that of light, 

It’s huge when seen at first sight. 

With the diameter of the observable universe about 93 billion light years, 

This number is way bigger than what it appears. 

 

With more stars than what is the number of the grains of sand on Earth, 

From bizarre planets to unevenly shaped asteroids, 

It is a place where everything and every particle is worth. 

 

Coming to the mind blowing antimatter, 

In which protons are negative and electrons are positive. 

Where everything is scattered. 

It’s our space. 

 

From different shaped trillions of galaxies, 

I don’t know how all of this happened naturally. 

Space, which obviously cannot be seen in virtual reality, 

It all started from a singularity. 

 

Mostly due to Big Bang, was created this vivid and colourful environment, 

But never think this space is silent. 

Every second happens millions or even billions of explosions, 

This is how was created this remarkable illusion. 

 

My words are less to describe space, 

It’s truly a magnificent and phenomenal place. 

 

Harshpreet Singh X B 

 

 

Only with me 
 

You think you are walking the right 

way 

You think you are talking the right 

thing 

You think you are understanding 

everything 

You think you feel eternal. 

 

You feel small moments 

Very happily and excitedly 

You go through all sorrow 

With friends and family. 

 

You celebrate together and make fun 

of everyone in this world 

but protect your favourite one 

from the storm not to be hurled. 

 

I don’t know why 

But this is the only thing 

I think and I feel 

That happens only with me. 

 

I don’t know what it is 

The feeling that I get 

The emotions I feel 

But whatever it is... 

I’m sure it exists only within me! 

 

                Sumedha Magotra X C 
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Was it a challenge? 

Incidents! Well those happen all the time. But how often do these incidents leave a positive effect on our personality? Rarely! So, 

let me share one such incident of my life which left a positive impact on my personality. Let’s hop back to October 2015, when my 

mother decided to go back to her career. As exciting as it sounded, it was a challenge for all of us.  

  

Everything seemed to happen so fast. My mother’s responsibilities were doubled, but we all decided to help her in her work. In the 

morning, my father cooked breakfast while my mother got us ready and that’s how we coordinated for the rest of the day. It was 

very unlikely. At first everything was a mess, we even got late for school, but we did not lose our hope. Slowly and gradually 

things started turning out well. Was it a challenge? Of course a good one? Sure. It was a challenge with a great result. Today, I have 

become responsible, careful, and I know what to do in case something unusual happens. Looking back now I think if it wasn’t for 

this incident, none of this would have happened. Who knows, I might not have even been here writing all this if it wasn’t for such 

an incident. Well, guess that’s why they say everything happens for a reason. No matter what happens, we should not lose our 

hope. Taking challenges in a positive way and making the best out of it is a quality really fewer people have, and the ones who 

have, are the happiest people on earth.  

Chhavi Gupta IX C 

Art is my passion 

 

Art is the form through which we express words in 

drawings by spreading colors all over. It’s a way to 

express love, happiness, sorrow, and boredom. 

Through art, we can turn our imagination into reality. 

Your creativity allows you to give colors to your 

imagination. It has certainly added colors to my life. 

History shows that art has been used in the ancient 

time as a tool for communication. I also love to put 

my thoughts in the form of colorful drawings on a 

blank canvas to communicate with the world. Art like 

an essential ingredient has brought the flavours of 

happiness and contentment in me. 'ART' is a word 

that is much more than the three letters it's made up 

of. Your expression, your lifestyle, your nature, your 

creativity and your emotion is what 'ART' actually 

means. To me, art is beauty and power. 

                                                 Vidhi Bansal VIII B 

 

          School without Teachers 
 

School without teachers, 

Is just like a human without a heart. 

This means we all would become dull, 

Nothing but muscles inside our skull. 

 

No teacher, no guide, 

No one to hold our back, 

In our day to day life. 

 

No one to share our problems with, 

No one to show us a way. 

No one to change me for the better. 

 

No one to ask for help, 

No one to protect us in school from the bullies. 

Thank you for weaving our childhood with 

love, care and affection. 

 

I will always remember you, 

Until I breathe my last in this world. 

Dear teacher, thank you for everything, 

You did for our future. 

 

Avista Thakur VII A 
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If I woke up as a giant one day 

Fe fi fo fum what will I do if I become a giant one day! It isn’t possible to 

become a giant, you know. One night you are sleeping as a human and 

the next morning you realize you have turned into a huge giant. Your 

house is destroyed because you are tooooo enormous to fit in, but as you 

know ‘miracles do happen.’ 

If I become a giant, I would do everything that makes people happy.  

Well, I would do social work because it is a good deed to do. I would be 

able to lift heavy stuff which people can’t lift with ease as I would 

possess some awesome superpowers. I will be a big hurdle in the ways of 

people, who harass women and children for their good. They will have to 

pay off for their deeds as I; the Giantashaurya will push them to my 

dungeon. I would also achieve my dream of climbing the Mount Everest 

in the fastest time and to become the only giant to bring everlasting peace 

on earth……I would be the kids’superhero……. Well, that would be 

something that you don’t see every day... 

Peace Out by 
GIANTASHAURYA   (Shaurya Jain)VII A 

 
 

Is whiling away time-wasting time? 

Many people would argue with me if I said whiling away is not useless! Whiling away time simply 

means wasting time, but how is it wasting time if we are still doing something? That’s where I differ 

in my opinion. First and foremost we are doing it on purpose, we are enjoying it and we are doing it 

to save ourselves from doing something more difficult like an assignment, lengthy homework, or 

even going somewhere. Whiling away time includes things which are even a lot of fun. I, for one, 

watch Naruto when I want to while away time because our lives will be too boring if we just 

concentrate on sports, arts, dance, studies, etc the whole time. Just think about it! Coming back from 

school, eating lunch, doing homework, attending tuition, then playing a sport followed by dinner and 

sleep! Isn’t this bringing monotony to our lives?  This way, we are left with no time that we have 

actually spent for ourselves. We are no better than robots, doing everything just on time in the same 

mundane manner. I ask my friends to think about it and I am sure you all agree with me that 

sometimes it’s fun whiling away time! 

Kishna Kataria VIII A 
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kxaa navaIMkxaa navaIMkxaa navaIMkxaa navaIM    ko Ca~aoM dko Ca~aoM dko Ca~aoM dko Ca~aoM d\\\\vaara ‘baMQau%va va samaanata ka mah%%va’ kao ]jaagar krto hue kuC cayainat svaricat saUi@t rcanaaeÐ.                        vaara ‘baMQau%va va samaanata ka mah%%va’ kao ]jaagar krto hue kuC cayainat svaricat saUi@t rcanaaeÐ.                        vaara ‘baMQau%va va samaanata ka mah%%va’ kao ]jaagar krto hue kuC cayainat svaricat saUi@t rcanaaeÐ.                        vaara ‘baMQau%va va samaanata ka mah%%va’ kao ]jaagar krto hue kuC cayainat svaricat saUi@t rcanaaeÐ.                                    

 

AaAao imalakr idlaaoM kI dUrI hTaeÐ¸ 

imalakr hma yah kdma ]zaeÐ¸ 

AaAao imalakr AapsaI dUrI GaTaeÐ 

saflata kI Aaor kdma baZ,aeÐ.                                             

gaurlaIna va CivagaurlaIna va CivagaurlaIna va CivagaurlaIna va Civa    

 

banaaAao saBaI kao daost¸ 

saBaI kao dao sahara² 

tBaI tao yah jagat 

yah saMsaar haogaa hmaara. 

hma saba kayama rKoM Apnaa Baa[-caara¸ 

yah dRZ, saMklp hO hmaara. 

maora doSa− tora doSa CaoD,ao¸ 

AaOr Asamaanata ko saaro baMQana taoD,ao.     

knauip`yaa  va ivaËmaknauip`yaa  va ivaËmaknauip`yaa  va ivaËmaknauip`yaa  va ivaËma    

    

    

    

 

 

 

baMQau%va sao naata jaaoD,ao ¸ samaanata sao ]nnait ka rasta jaaoD,ao.kD,vaahTaoM kao 
imaTanao sao krto hOM AarMBa¸ 

taik saBaI hao jaae svacCMd ²        

cailae  taoD,to hOM yah BaodBaava kI ja,jaIroM¸  

baMQau%va AaOr samaanata sao imaTato hOM baura[- kI dIvaaroM.       

                                                                            naja,r  va QaanavaInaja,r  va QaanavaInaja,r  va QaanavaInaja,r  va QaanavaI    

 

vaIraoM kI yah QartI hO¸ 

na krao [saka Apmaana. 

p`oma va Baa[-caaro sao¸ 

baZ,aAao [saka sammaana. 

yahaÐ nahIM kao[- AmaIr hO¸ 

saba hOM tao ek samaana. 

va imalakr yaid Aagao baZ,oMgao ¸tao baZ,a sakto hOM Baart kI Saana.   

}jaa}jaa}jaa}jaa-- --    va AiQarajava AiQarajava AiQarajava AiQaraja    
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